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failure has more motivating influence than a mere repetition
of instructions. The influence of both praise and blame
varies with the total situation and can accurately be studied
only when the meaning to the child of a particular treat-
ment is known.
Children ranging in age from two and a half to seven
years of age obeyed" more willingly and persisted longer in
the tasks assigned when positive, specific, unhurried, and
encouraging types of instruction were used than when the
instruction was negative, general, hurried, and discouraging.
In the case of two other groups of preschool children some
motivation was clearly more effective than none, but reproof
or failure seemed to be a more effective incentive than com-
mendation of success. Waring 1S reported that language ap-
proval was superior to nonlanguage approval in teaching
preschool children to make simple discriminations.
In Meek's 19 study of learning two children who failed to
recognize the words showed marked dislike for the teacher
and the activity. "I hate this. ... I don't want to play,"
one said. "I'm tired of it. It makes me rnad. This old
game is no good/7 another said after die third day of failure.
But when they were successful in recognizing the words,
they liked everything about the situation. "I'd like to play
today. Take me," they would say.
Some children fail from lack of desire to enter the situa-
tion, not from lack of ability to learn to do the task. They
stand apart in their owrn world and do not enter the field
in which the particular problem to be solved is located.
ELIMINATION    OF    UNDESIRABLE
RESPONSES
Unfortunately both parents and teachers have to deal with
children who have already acquired bad habits. How may
these undesirable responses — that is, undesirable from the
standpoint of the child's development — be prevented?
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